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5 Days Itinerary

Sample: Slovenian adrenaline (5-days package)
Itinerary For Roundabout's client

Day 1 ARRIVAL, Private transfer from Ljubljana airport to Lake Bled

Day 2 Fairytale of Lakes Bled & Bohinj with zipline & summer tobogan ride

Day 3 Soca valley with white water rafting or canyoning

Day 4 Paragliding or Skydiving over the Julian Alps for the ultimate adrenaline 
rush

Day 5 Private transfer from Bled to Ljubljana airport, DEPARTURE
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Day 1

After arrival to Ljubljana airport, meet your private driver for transfer* to your accommodation at Bled.
Free time for your own explorations, wellness, before starting your adventure full of adrenaline.

*pickup time is flexible and adjustable to you flight schedule.

Overnight: Ljubljana

ARRIVAL, Private transfer from Ljubljana airport to Lake Bled
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Day 2

Spend the day in Bled, the magnificent Alpine resort with a mountain lake and a tiny island in the middle, an old castle with 
amazing viewson the surrounding Alpsand breathtaking beauty of Bled’s Vintgar gorge, one of the most stunning natural 
canyons, where a path takes you across the wooden platforms and bridges along the rushing Radovna River and through the 
picturesque gorge. This pleasant hike ends with a 13-meter-high waterfall Sum.

Continue to Bohinj, Slovenia's largest glacial lake located in the Triglav National Park.

Bled with its surroundings is the perfect place to enjoy one of the Longest Zip-line's in Europe - A trip through the valley of the 
Sava Dolinka river whose middle part called Brje is protected as a natural monument. Alternatively you can decide for zipline 
over Planica ski jumping hill and feel like a real ski jumper.

Not to forget pure pleasure packed with adrenaline in the heart of green nature - summer tobogganing.

Optional supplements/entrance fees:
• Zipline Planica: from 25 € / person or : 60 € / personZipline Dolinka
• Summer tobogganing in Bled: 10 € / ride
• Bled Castle: 13 € / person
• Pletna boat ride: 15 € / person
• Vintgar gorge: 10 € / person (Summer season only)

Fairytale of Lakes Bled & Bohinj with zipline & summer tobogan ride

https://www.planica-zipline.si/
https://zipline-dolinka.si/sl/
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• Vintgar gorge: 10 € / person (Summer season only)

Overnight: Bled
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Day 3

From Bled head on to the highest Slovenian mountain pass, Mt. Vrsic, with amazing views of the Julian Alps and spend 2 days 
in Soca Valley.

Several sites on the way crossing the mountain pass Vrsic are marked by this important historical event, offering unique views 
of a ropeway conveyor, pitfalls, the Russian Chapel, the Kluze Fortress, various military via ferrata and many other unspoiled 
features of great natural and historical value.

Land in the beautiful Trenta valley and continue to Bovec, a melting pot of superb natural attractions. The village is famous for 
the emerald green alpine Soca River scenery, and has grown into a highly appreciated Slovenian extreme sports center. You 
will test your adrenaline skills at the white water rafting session or canyoning.

Stops at interesting sightseeing stopns on the way, walk on Soca Trail...

Kozjak Waterfall  one of the most charming and stunning waterfalls in Slovenia before heading back to Bled late in the 
afternoon.

Optional activities/entrance fees:
• Kozjak waterfall: 4 € / person
• White water rafting: from 40 € / person
• Canyoning: from 52 € / person

Soca valley with white water rafting or canyoning
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• White water rafting: from 40 € / person
• Canyoning: from 52 € / person

Overnight: Bled
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Day 4

There is no better way to absorb the Slovenian landscape other than from above. The last day is dedicated to the ultimate 
adrenaline rush. Jumping from a plane or paragliding.

Enjoy spectacular views over Bohinj lake, Mount Triglav and Triglav National Park during paragliding or experience free falling 
when jumping from the plane with experienced skydiving instructor.

Optional activities/entrance fees:
• Paragliding: from 110 € / person
• Skydiving: from 230 € / person

Overnight: Bled

Paragliding or Skydiving over the Julian Alps for the ultimate adrenaline 
rush
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Day 5

Private transfer* from your accommodation in Bled to Ljubljana airport.

*pickup time is flexible and adjustable to xour flight schedule.

Hope you enjoyed your visit and to see you again soon!

END OF SERVICE

Private transfer from Bled to Ljubljana airport, DEPARTURE


